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Polygon High

This plan is foolproof. When Principal Square gets his coffee, he'll be getting dead worms instead.

Will Rhombus, Trapezoid, and Parallelogram please report to Principal Square's office.

I wonder why we were called to Square's office.

Oh shoot! Did we already get busted for that prank.

I prefer to call our pranks entertainment in geometry.

Relax. He's probably just going to lecture us about how we need to provide a well-rounded education.

What's the worst he could do? A two hour lecture.
Guys. I still have a bad feeling about this.

We're in this together. Once a quadrilateral, always a quadrilateral.

Welcome to my office. Have a seat.

Why are we here?

A mission! We're the class clowns! Square, are you out of yo-

Shh! He might forget about the pranks.

You are here for a very special mission.

You three are here to save Geometry from the aliens.
Aliens! This is Geometry, not Star Wars.

And even if there were aliens, what could we do?

Unfortunately, the fate of Geometry rests on your shoulders.

And prank will come in handy.

The aliens are in the cafeteria!

Thank goodness they left. Let me get some coffee.
I never realized Geometry could be this interesting.

Hurry, we need to get rid of aliens.

The cafeteria food itself would get rid of them.

These are the aliens.

Cafeteria

I didn't know polygon food tasted this bad.

It's actually pretty good. But we put erasers instead of meatballs.
But why are you here in Geometry?

We got expelled from Alien High for pranks.

And we came to Polygon High.

I sent you 3 here to stop pranking!

But now my coffee is ruined so...

Have fun in detention!